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Side-A 

here becomes there 
 

look around - do you remember that this was once a home - 

someone’s home -  

was it ours? what was here before? geology remains - let’s agree on that - 

decaying brick, the atomization of what used to be a back yard 

concrete going to stone, frost cracked,  

going to sand,  

it’s histories collapsing 

random, to be sure, repurposed all the same -  

your old skull a paving stone 

heart a flint ax, femur a harpoon, your fingers arrowheads 

shins become knives  

 

but take your time, build your mountains,  

remember, they die as they are born   

go and dive under that rolling eon, let it lift you,  

 

inevitably storms will take you -  

turn you into a few terabytes and loose change,  

we’ll catalog the rest, grasp at reasons, guess at a function   

a stick, a knife locked shut, bottles of clouded glass, a plastic bag full of  

disarticulated shells, cassette tapes, mostly erased 

a box of ancient letters - not yours, memory passed down and without context,  

yellowed stationary - a love letter from one shadow to another - names erased? 

a bellyfull of desire redacted - still, it says ‘i love you, i love you’, and waits -  

patient as a row of forgotten buildings, old gas stations, connivence 

stores, broken windows for eyes, doors long since kicked in, 

at the crest of a hill and set back from the interstate,  

in and out of your sight 

before you can tell them - it’s been over for a long, 

long time 

 

even in such a place,  



you will fail to prove yourself 

you will fail  

and forget your shape 

your topology will shake  

will cry - your topology  

will punch through itself  

you will take your ruins 

and with them you will describe a cresting wave 

 

we are coming in, fast 

and without thought  

 

how vast our cargo, our burden 

watch the new land being born 

 

here becomes there 

 

  



Side-B 

heat and time 
 

I 

the ocean did not reject you 

it merely receded, and you fell out, 

suddenly, unceremoniously, and unintentionally 

born - child of something rushing into  

the tatters of a memory, a garage sale shoe box 

full of other people’s photos, other lives 

that only look like yours 

but now, dry and lean as a gypsum spire, 

deep in the hollow center  

of your mother ocean’s salt covered bones 

heat and time having made an edifice, 

a temple of unanswerable questions 

bright and distant 

do you remember why she cannot  

save you? 

 

II 

here, on this side of the street,  

away from the few remaining echoes, bathed in 

the infinite wavelength of that last 

mournful transmission,  

the asphalt rotates counter-clockwise,  

cavitations and circles, sprouts  

streamers and vines, 

soot knuckle roots, an explosion of  

crow’s hair, ink and tar, 

through the failing concrete,  

and that always grow towards the future,  

each rolling touch, a cascading whisper in the grit -  

        and then, finally, the most delicate black 

flowers, creeping, a phalanx of  



ghost ships along the sidewalk, 

transecting bus stops and crosswalks,  

pulling gravity along as they surmount 

the city, the walls and the buildings, 

all of it shining  

forbidden as antimatter - 

I promise you, stand still  

long enough and they will  

take you with them,  

take you to all the way to heaven,  

for surly they will reach  

far enough, in time 
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